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Teaching math over the decades

• 1950s

• A logger sells a truckload of lumber for $100. His cost of 

production is 4/5 of the price. What is his profit?

• 1970s

• A logger sells a truckload of lumber for $100. His cost of 

production is 4/5 of the price, or $80. What is his profit?

• 1980s

• A logger sells a truckload of lumber for $100. His cost of 

production is $80. Did he make a profit ? Yes or No

• 1990s

• A logger sells a truckload of lumber for $100. His cost of 

production is $80 and his profit is $20 Your assignment: 

Underline the number 20.

• 2000s 

• A logger cuts down a beautiful forest because he is selfish and 

inconsiderate and cares nothing for the habitat of animals or the 

preservation of our woodlands. He does this so he can make a 

profit of $20. What do you think of this way of making a living? 

• Topic for class participation after answering the question: How 

did the birds and squirrels feel as the logger cut down their 

homes? (There are no wrong answers, and if you feel like crying, 

it's ok).
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Clear cutting – from industrial advantage 

to an environmental travesty

• 1969

• “the forests of New Brunswick have a number of natural and other advantages … 
mechanical harvesting methods allow for “clear-cutting” operations in mature softwood 
stands…”

• GNB Dept of Economic Growth 1969 promotional brochure

• 2017

• “Harvesting with axes and crosscut saws shifted to chainsaws in the 1950s and then to the 
large, heavily-financed machinery we see today. To quote Elizabeth May, woods 
employment went from “a bunch of fellers to a feller-buncher.” Today we are living the latest 
chapter; an unprecedented loss of N.S. forests at rapid rates; “forest liquidation” through 
clearcutting, where even the shrubs may be chipped. Like the cod’s demise, this story of 
government-sanctioned, forest liquidation is made possible by new technology and fossil 
fuels.”

• Bob Bancroft, “WHERE HAVE ALL THE GOOD FORESTS GONE?” http://www.rurallife.ca/eulogy

• NOTE: Forest liquidation used to be considered a good thing due to risks of losses from fire, 
insects and disease, among other reasons.  

http://www.rurallife.ca/eulogy


Ivany “Now or Never” 2014… future 
role of resource industries not clear 

• Traditionally, rural economies have been built on resource 

extraction and the capacities of the land and sea to support 

agriculture, fisheries, mining and forestry production. 

• Some participants emphasized the need to renew, modernize and in 

some cases expand these traditional sectors, 

• others described them as “sunset industries” with little room to develop 

them without unacceptable damage to eco-systems.

• Others asserted that maintaining a pristine environment may be more 

economically beneficial over the longer term that pursuing growth in the 

mining, forestry or energy fields. 

• “These participants expressed doubts that business operators will employ 

responsible practices and that governments will regulate resource exploitation 

effectively.”
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Are resource industries unimportant for our economy?

Are they Sunset Industries?
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What 
makes up 
our GDP?
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Exports 
drive the 
NB 
economy
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What do we export? Extractive industries 
are still important 

• “sunset industries”?

• In 2012, 70% of Nova Scotia’s 
exports from

• manufacturing (tires, plastics, 
textiles, etc.), 

• fisheries, 

• forestry (including pulp and paper) 
and 

• agriculture. 

• still the dominant elements of our 
private sector, goods producing 
economy, and therefore vital to the 
interests of the entire province.

• Ivany “Now or Never”, p.31



Sunset Industries? 
Resource industries and secondary processing are large in our region

• Growth stalled with 

decline in resource GDP

• Resources include 

NAICS 11, 21, 311, 321, 

322

• Is it the trend changes 

that people key on?

• Why so much love for ICT?
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How do resource industries drive 

growth and diversification?
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Staple economy – resource based exports lead growth 

Natural resource exports and the retention of “Linkages” (Spread effects)
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Pre-World War II NB – Market directs, focus on 

business conditions, “Manufacturing condition”
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World War II to 1970 – more resources, more secondary manufacturing, more mills….

Federal money for power development, infrastructure, industrial incentives, innovation and 

productivity to spur secondary manufacturing, develop mineral resources
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1970 – 2008

Federal money and provincial focus goes into diversification – drive the lateral linkage without the 

spillover from the resource sector
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2008 to present – Government backfills for flagging exports as source of demand and income

Federal money and provincial focus goes into employing directly and transferring monies for 

consumption; replaces export focus with transfers from ROC

High taxes, fair power rates, social license prioritize public spending on health care, education and 

non productive occupation of resource base.  

Imports rise, province de-industrializes as linkages weaken
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What happens when government sector leads? Not growth

Supports importing, consumption based economy, rather than producer driven 
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Why aren’t we trying to re-invigorate 

resource based industries?

But what if we are wrong?
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The Pre-NAFTA Structure of the Canadian Economy: 

Nationally diversified, Regionally specialized

• Regions:  

• resource exports create 

wealth

• Heartland: 

• Tariffs, transportation policy, 

tax policy and 

industrialization capture the 

wealth 

• Structures created to 

“share the wealth”



Lately, the “old cow” model of the 
Canadian economy out of fashion

• “natural resource industries don’t contribute anymore”

• natural resource industries are “tired” “old industries” devoid of innovation, 

productivity growth and plagued by depletion 

• “natural resource exports harm the national economy”

• Dutch Disease – resource sector “crowds out” the “dynamic sector”, 

manufacturing

• Alberta’s gain at Ontario’s expense by wage inflation and an appreciating dollar

• National interests are served by limiting resource development

• No pipelines, carbon tax on producers
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The Old Cow is ailing an may need to 
be put down…

• Brunnen and Kmiec (2013) Political squabbling in 

Canada over resource development, 

• Canada is at best a “second-rate supplier (of energy and natural 

resources) that is unable to resolve deep-seated division about 

our economic future.”

• “The political class has resorted to squabbling about benefits and 

revenues, high value currency and “Dutch Disease””.  

• many Canadians believe that energy and resource dependence is a 

“harbinger of great calamity 

• we are a one trick pony, we’re a “staple” economy, unstable, dependent, a 

single resource producer”.  
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The Old Cow is Dead:
Ontario as “a North American Economic 'Motor'” and as a “region state” alters 

how the Federal government may interpret “the national interest”

• the opportunity cost of federally-driven, interventionist regional policy 

such as resource development is international competitiveness.  

• Courchene (1999, 22-23) 

• rather than allocate resources to “backward regions” (resource exporting), national 

competitiveness to attract “transnational-enterprise capital” will require government favoring “their 

most dynamic sectors and locations”.  

• “policies and processes designed to enhance the ability of Ontarians and Ontario to compete within the North 

American and global marketplace ” is not about “extracting greater powers from Ottawa for their own sake” but 

about “favourably positioning Ontario and Ontarians vis-à-vis their competitors, which tend to be less and less 

its sister provinces…  

• In 2012. David McGuinty, Liberal Natural Resource critic and MP from 

Ottawa, publicly accused Conservative MPs from Alberta of being “shills” 

for the province’s oil sands:

• "They really should go back to Alberta and either run for municipal council in a city that's deeply 

affected by the oil sands business or go run for the Alberta legislature".
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“Hewers of wood” 

aren’t sexy in 

Davos

• Important 
economies are 
not natural 
resource 
exporters

Tom Courchene, Policy Options, Jan-Feb 2000, page 102

“For many, it adds to a deeply 
ingrained international view that 
staple economies tend to 
underperform compared with more 
balanced industrial economies over 
time.” 
David Emerson 2012



Knowledge economy, or new economy, aspirations

• “The thought of being “hewers of wood and drawers of 

water” has tormented Canadian thinkers and writers for 

much of our history.”

• David Emerson (2012) 

• “In spite of the enormous contribution of energy natural resources to our fiscal 

and economic well-being,  our national psyche continues to be torn by 

ambivalence toward this unique endowment of nature. 

• More recently, campaigns to brand Canada as an environmental pariah and producer of 

“dirty oil” play to old insecurities and sensitivities..”
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The rebuttal, the Old Cow isn’t dead… it’s just not sexy to 

say you depend on a cow to make a living



How did we get to this point?

Some trends…
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Canadian growth over the past 30 years has 

been urban growth in the biggest cities

• “Urban voices sometimes 

seem to be insensitive with 

regard to the economic 

challenges faced by rural 

communities.” 

• “There would appear to be a lack 

of understanding among some city 

dwellers of the contributions of the 

rural economy, and particularly of 

the dominance of rural industries 

in the province’s export sector.” 

• Ivany (2014, 10)

2001

2014

http://news.nationalpost.com/toronto/toronto-skylines-absolute-transformation-captured-by-two-photos-taken-13-years-apart

http://news.nationalpost.com/toronto/toronto-skylines-absolute-transformation-captured-by-two-photos-taken-13-years-apart


“More New Brunswick raccoons prefer urban life to 

woods, study suggests”
Preliminary results are in from the first-ever New Brunswick raccoon population study
By Shane Fowler, CBC News Posted: Sep 29, 2017
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Urban Canadians don’t believe that they need the resource sector
Most Canadians are living in places that are growing even in Atlantic Canada… 

interpreted as urban centres are drivers of growth not rural resource based industries
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What if: urban growth a product of linkage 

capture from resource producing hinterland
(This is not a “product placement”)

• globalization and 
technical progress in 
production and 
transportation

• Less reason for labour and 
capital to reside at site of 
primary production

• Less need to locate forward 
processing 

• Mechanization in production

• Scale economies in service 
sector



Urban views: You are old and the kids think 

you smell funny… and we don’t need you

• “Blessed with many large public 

sector and private service industry 

employers, some people in Halifax 

may perhaps find it easy and even 

pleasant to imagine a Nova Scotia 

without pulp and paper and lumber 

mills, mines and quarries, fish plants 

and aquaculture operations..”

• “And industry leaders who work hard 

to implement sustainable harvesting 

practices in forestry and fisheries are 

not helped by lingering stereotypes 

of rural indifference toward 

environmental issues.”

• Ivany (2014, 10)
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Sustainability & Growth:
Changing social cost-benefit proposition 

• Wealth Generation is not sufficient 

• concern about environmental protection, and the overall 

sustainability of communities.

• principle that economic development must be socially, culturally, 

economically and environmentally sustainable.

• Success and growth can be measured in many ways beyond simply 

looking at GDP or other conventional indicators

• more consideration needs to be given to how communities envision their own 

success.

• “participants called for wealth creation strategies that 

respect community values and protect our unique cultural 

attributes and the natural environment.” 

• Ivany (2014, 6, 9 and 10)
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Everyone is Happy 

without growth in our 

region

• As Happy as Ontarians 

when younger, 

• but over 50 we are as 

miserable as Nova 

Scotians
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Younger 

NB’ers

happier 

with slow 

growth

No change in happiness for 

older NB’ers
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Yogi Berra: ‘When you come to the fork 
in the road, take it!’



What is the opportunity?  
Depends on what you believe makes you happy 

• BACK TO THE FUTURE

• Build on traditional strengths

• Address competitiveness 

challenges

• Business sector driven, 

• less transfer dependent, 

• hinterland and city focused

• STAY THE (NEW) COURSE

• Use competitiveness challenges 
to transform the economy

• Drive down traditional strength 
to create path for new industry 
to be named later

• Public sector driven, 

• transfer dependent

• city-focused,

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/1/6/1617
817/-There-Is-No-Middle-Ground



Concluding thoughts

• On our current path, Canada’s regions will have less 

relevance for policy makers seeking to stimulate growth 

with an increasingly large city focus. 

• Small population regions face an uncertain future. 

• Policy focused on growth recognizing a region’s comparative 

advantage would address the competitiveness of regional resource 

processors and exporters. 

• Small population regions would have hope for a predictable return to 

growth.
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Resource industries seen as small 
and unimportant

• ICT GDP share 

in NB and NS is 

around 3% to 4%
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